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1. Education 

a. To the Contrary With Bonnie Erbe (2030)  Unintended Consequences:  As 
Alabama's new anti-illegal immigration law requires officials to check the 
immigration status of students, many Hispanic parents are withdrawing their 
children from school and fleeing the state. (Sunday, Oct. 9, 6pm, WR PBS) 

b. Nightly Business Report (31095)  Oil prices close in on $100 a barrel for the first 
time since summer. It will be several more years before energy from Canada's 
oil sands will be piped into the U.S. Students and consumer advocates say 
colleges aren't doing enough to help them understand the price of college. 
Market Monitor guest Eugene Peroni says the technical characteristics of the 
stock market are improving. (Friday, Nov. 11, 11:30 pm, WR PBS) 

c. PBS NewsHour (10227)  In Face of Holiday Sales, Colorado Students Begin to 
Learn Financial Discipline:  A Colorado law that went into effect this fall requires 
schools to teach public school students about financial responsibility--from 
drawing coins and bills to deducting purchases from their classroom bank 
accounts. Correspondent Tom Bearden reports. (Monday, Dec. 26, 7 pm, WR 
PBS) 

 
2. Youth 

a. PBS NewsHour (10183)  Kids Increasingly Staring at Glowing Screens, Study 
Finds:  How much time are our youngest children spending in front of screens? 
Jeffrey Brown discusses new studies that chronicle the increasing use of digital 
devices by young children--and the resulting health effects. (Tuesday, Oct. 21, 
7 pm, WR PBS) 

b. PBS NewsHour (10193)  News Wrap: Penn State's Paterno Comes Under Fire, 
May Be Forced Out:  In other news Tuesday, Penn State football coach Joe 
Paterno faced growing pressure after charges that a former top assistant 
sexually abused boys for years. Reports suggested he might be forced out after 
46 seasons. (Tuesday, Nov. 8, 7 pm, WR PBS) 

c. Tavis Smiley (2446)  Novelist Marie Lu, out with her first and highly-anticipated 
young adult novel, Legend, discusses her fascination with child prodigies and 
the intrigue of writing dystopian stories. (Tuesday, Dec. 6, 1:30 am, WR PBS) 

 
3. Political Issues 

a. Washington Week (5117)  Analysis of possible paths forward in Libya now that 
Moammar Gadhafi is dead. Will the U.S. play a role in nation building?  
President Obama announces all U.S. troops will be out of Iraq by year's end. 
And why the GOP debates have become pivotal in the 2012 presidential race. 
(Friday, Oct. 21, 8 pm, WR PBS) 

b. PBS NewsHour (10198)  What's Next for Occupy Wall Street Protests After 
Judge Bars Camping in Park? New York City police routed anti-Wall Street 
protesters from their campsite early Tuesday, and hours later, city officials won 
a court ruling that backed up their move. Jeffrey Brown discusses the legal 
arguments involved in the New York protests with attorneys Daniel Alterman 
and James Copland. (Tuesday, Nov. 15, 7 pm, WR PBS) 

c. Charlie Rose (17253)  Rick Stengel and Kurt Andersen on their decision to 
name protesters from around the world as Time Magazine's Person of the Year. 
(Thursday, Dec. 15, 12am, WR PBS) 
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4. Health 

a. Independent Lens: “Lives Worth Living” (1303)  Fred Fay’s life proves that one 
man can change the world, even though he has to lie flat on his back just to 
stay alive. Lives Worth Living looks at Fay’s struggle to survive after a spinal 
cord injury and the small group of dedicated activists who formed the disability 
rights movement to drive the nation toward equal rights. (Thursday, Oct. 27, 10 
pm, WR PBS) 

b. Forgotten Ellis Island    During the great wave of immigration, 22 medical 
buildings sprawled across two islands adjacent to Ellis Island, the largest port of 
entry to the United States. Massive and modern, the hospital was America's first 
line of defense against contagious, often virulent, disease. In the era before 
antibiotics, tens of thousands of immigrant patients were separated from family, 
detained in the hospital and healed from illness before becoming citizens. 
(Wednesday, Dec. 14, 2 am, WR PBS) 

c. PBS NewsHour (10225)  Fearing Bioterrorism, Government Panel Asks: What 
Research Should Be Secret? How much research about the deadly bird flu 
virus should be available to the public? Ray Suarez discusses the question that 
many in the science, bioterrorism and national security fields are considering 
with Dr. Anthony Fauci of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases and Bruce Alberts of the journal Science. (Thursday, Dec. 22, 7 pm, 
WR PBS) 

 
5. Women’s Issues 

a. Tavis Smiley (2418)  Law professor Anita Hill reflects on the 20 years since her 
controversial testimony in Justice Thomas’ confirmation hearings and shares 
what she makes of the changes to the Supreme Court in the last two decades. 
(Thursday, Oct. 27, 5 pm, Fusion) 

b. PBS Arts From Cleveland: Women Who Rock    Trace the indelible mark that 
amazing women musicians, from Bessie Smith to Janis Joplin to Lady Gaga, 
have made on America’s soundtrack. Cyndi Lauper hosts. Presentation of PBS 
Arts from Cleveland as part of the PBS Fall Arts Festival. (Friday, Nov. 18, 9 
pm, WR PBS) 

c. PBS NewsHour (10224)  For Egyptian Women, 'a March of Anger' and More 
Calls for Protests, Protection:  Ten-thousand women marched Tuesday in 
Tahrir Square after brutal attacks of women were reported during protests in 
Cairo. Margaret Warner discusses Egypt's political struggles with corporate 
executive May Nabil, who participated in the demonstrations. (Wednesday, 
Dec. 21, 7 pm, WR PBS) 

 
6. Crime 

a. Women, War and Peace “I Came to Testify”    This is the moving story of how 
a group of 16 women who had been imprisoned and raped by Serb-led forces in 
the Bosnian town of Foca broke history’s great silence and stepped forward to 
take the witness stand in an international court of law. Their remarkable 
courage resulted in a triumphant verdict that led to new international laws about 
sexual violence in war. (Tuesday, Oct. 11, 10 pm, WR PBS) 

b. Nazi Hunt: Elusive Justice    Candice Bergen narrates this new documentary 
that explores the 65-year effort to identify, prosecute and punish the 20th 
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century’s most notorious murderers. In the face of apathy, obstruction and 
violence, the men and women who pursued Nazi fugitives brought a measure of 
dignity to the victims of the Holocaust while reminding the international 
community that enemies of humanity must be prosecuted and punished if 
humanity is to survive. (Tuesday, Nov. 15, 9 pm, WR PBS) 

c. Tavis Smiley (2458)  In part 1 of an exclusive two-part conversation, Emmy-
winning actor Robert Blake talks about the ghosts that haunt the living when 
they “get old,” the days he spent in jail before his acquittal on murder charges 
and the plan he believes God has for his life. (Thursday, Dec. 22, 1:30 am, WR 
PBS) 

 
7. National Security 

a. PBS NewsHour (10175)  U.S. Treading Carefully to Build Case Against Iran 
Over Alleged Plot:  American ambassadors around the world are alerting 
governments in their host nations about the ongoing investigation into the 
alleged Iran-backed assassination plot in the United States. (Thursday, Oct. 13, 
7 pm, WR PBS) 

b. Charlie Rose (17238)  Eric Schmitt and Thom Shanker discuss their book 
Counterstrike:  The Untold Story of America's Secret Campaign Against Al 
Qaeda. (Thursday, Nov. 24, 12 am, WR PBS) 

c. Washington Week (5125)  Congress fights the clock to avert a government 
shutdown. Also, now that the last GOP presidential debate before the Iowa 
caucus is over, who is the frontrunner? Plus, the war in Iraq officially ends as 
the U.S. hands over military control to Iraqis. (Friday, Dec. 16, 8 pm, WR PBS) 

 
8. Minority Issues 

a. History Detectives (912)  A one-of-a-kind photograph poses a jarring question: 
Is the African American wearing a Confederate uniform slave or free? And, did 
Hollywood treat the Native Americans listed in this payment ledger fairly? 
(Tuesday, Oct. 11, 10:00 pm, WR PBS) 

b. PBS Arts From Chicago: American Masters Bill T. Jones: A Good Man   
Follow award-winning director/choreographer Bill T. Jones’ intense creative 
journey as he leads his company in the creation of Fondly Do We Hope ... 
Fervently Do We Pray, an original dance-theater piece in honor of Abraham 
Lincoln’s bicentennial. (Friday, Nov. 11, 9 pm, WR PBS) 

c. Tavis Smiley (2449)  Juan Gonzalez, the Democracy Now! co-host and co-
author of News for All the People, explains why Americans don’t have a free 
market in the media and tackles the racial politics of media ownership. (Friday, 
Dec. 9, 1:30 am, WR PBS) 

 
9. Technology Issues (Weather/Environment) 

a. Need to Know (203)  Ray Suarez is this week’s host of Need to Know. We visit 
a small town in upstate New York that has been exposed to chemical pollution 
and health problems, and examine the regulatory system that some say has 
failed its residents. (Saturday, Oct. 1, 2:30 am, WR PBS) 

b. NOVA “The Elegant Universe: Welcome to the 11th Dimension” (3014)  The 
new 11th dimension is different from all the others, since it implies that strings 
can come in higher dimensional shapes called membranes, or "branes" for 
short. These possess truly science-fiction-like qualities, since in principle they 
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can be as large as the universe. A brane can even be a universe - a parallel 
universe - and we may be living in one right now. (Wednesday, Nov. 23, 10 pm, 
WR PBS) 

c. Religion and Ethics NewsWeekly (1515)  Ethics of Human Enhancement:  
"Computers will match us in emotional intelligence, which includes our whole 
moral system," says inventor and computer scientist Ray Kurzweil. (Monday, 
Dec. 12, 12 am, WR PBS) 

 
10. Consumer Issues 

a. Nightly Business Report (31069)  Apple After Steve Jobs; Occupy Wall Street 
Protesters Speak; Help Wanted in Houston Oil Industry; Open Season for 
Health Insurance; Examining Insurance Options with Carmen Wong Ulrich, 
Author; Steve Jobs & Personal Computers; Market Focus with Tom Hudson. 
(Thursday, Oct. 6, 11 pm, WR PBS) 

b. Frontline (2810)  One year after the deadliest domestic airline accident in seven 
years, FRONTLINE investigates the crash of Continental 3407 in Buffalo, NY, 
and discovers a dramatically changed airline industry, where regional carriers 
now account for half of the nation's daily departures.  The rise of the regional 
and arrival of low-cost carriers have been a huge boon to consumers, and the 
industry insists that the skies remain safe.  But many insiders are worried that 
now, thirty years after airline deregulation, the aviation system is being 
stretched beyond its capacity to deliver service that is both cheap and safe. 
(Thursday, Dec. 1, 4 am, WR PBS) 

c. How to Shop for Free With Coupon Master Kathy Spencer    Mother of four and 
coupon master saves thousands of dollars per year on popular everyday 
products. In her new special, How to Shop for Free, Kathy shares her savings 
strategies with an entertaining and concise guide on how to save money, stock 
up and slash your budget! (Saturday, Dec. 3, 9 am, WR PBS) 

 
 
 


